The Accommodation and Convergence Graph and the Zone of Clear Single Binocular Vision

Above is a blank graph form for plotting clinical accommodation and convergence test data. Convergence stimulus in prism diopters is plotted on the x-axis, and accommodative stimulus in diopters is plotted on the y-axis. Tests that can be plotted include accommodation and convergence amplitudes, dissociated phorias, fusional vergence ranges, and relative accommodation. As can seen by the legend in the upper left part of the form, dissociated phorias are plotted with X symbols, blur findings with a circle, break findings with a square, and recovery findings with a triangle. The blank table below the graph form can be used to record test findings.
The plotted data can be used to evaluate the consistency of test results, and to identify whether the pattern of test results is indicative of a particular vergence disorder case type. The area on the graph enclosed by blur findings is known as the zone of clear single binocular vision. When the test results are internally consistent, the zone of clear single binocular vision is approximately a parallelogram. Deviation from the parallelogram configuration can indicate inconsistency of test results or can provide clues to diagnosis. If the dissociated phorias are connected to form a phoria line, the zone of clear single binocular vision becomes double parallelogram.

The zone of clear single binocular vision tilts to the right due to accommodative convergence. The tilt to the right will be greater in high AC/A ratio cases, and less in low AC/A ratio cases. The diagonal line extending from the (0,0) point up and to the right is the demand line representing the accommodative stimulus and convergence stimulus for various distances when an individual is viewing through the subjective refraction lenses. The phoria line is parallel to the demand line when the AC/A ratio is 6 prism dipters per diopter. The placement of the zone of clear single binocular vision relative to the demand line represents the characteristics of the patient relative to the visual demands of the environment.

Accommodative stimulus is calculated by finding the reciprocal of the test distance from the spectacle plane in meters, and then adding any minus lens addition over the subjective refraction to best visual acuity (BVA) lenses or subtracting any plus lens addition over the subjective refraction lenses.

Convergence stimulus is calculated by dividing the interpupillary distance (PD) in centimeters by the test distance from the centers of rotation in meters. An assumption is made that the distance from the spectacle plane to the centers of rotation is .027 meters. So, for example, the convergence stimulus for a test distance of 40 cm from the spectacle plane for a person with a 64 mm PD would be: 6.4 cm / 0.427 m = 15 prism dipters. Convergence stimulus is also affected by prism, with base-in prism decreasing the convergence stimulus and base-out prism increasing the convergence stimulus.

For more information on the accommodation and convergence graph and its interpretation, see:


As an example of a completed accommodation and convergence graph, the next page shows a plot of the mean values from Morgan’s norms.
Morgan’s norms are commonly used normative values for non-presbyopes. For the plot above, the expected amplitude of accommodation for a 24 year old was used. For information on Morgan’s norms, see pages 61 to 63 in the third edition of Ocular Accommodation, Convergence, and Fixation Disparity: Clinical Testing, Theory, and Analysis.
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